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Abstract

The structural stability of holomorphic functions has been the subject of much
research in the last fifty years. Due to various technicalities, however, most of that work
has focused on so-called finite-type functions, implying that functions with wandering
domains – another hot topic of research in complex dynamics – have (for the most part)
not been addressed in this context. Given an entire function f with a simply connected
wandering domain U , we construct an object called a distortion sequence that, under
some hypotheses, moves analytically as f moves within appropriate parameter families.
In order to “ground” our discussion, we consider – given an entire function f – the set
Mf of entire functions quasiconformally equivalent to f . Generalising earlier results
for the finite-type case, we show that if f has a discrete set of singular values then Mf

admits the structure of a complex manifold (of possibly infinite dimension).

1 Introduction

We consider the iteration of holomorphic functions f : C → C. As first shown by Fatou [16,
17] and Julia [22], the complex plane is partitioned into an open set of “regular” dynamics,
the Fatou set (denoted F (f)), and a closed set of “chaotic” dynamics, the Julia set (denoted
J(f)) – see, for instance, [4] or [7] for introductions to the subject. Both the Fatou and
Julia sets are completely invariant under f , meaning that a connected component U of the
Fatou set – called a Fatou component – is mapped by fn into another Fatou component,
denoted Un. If there exist m > n ≥ 0 such that Um = Un, U is said to be a (pre-)periodic
Fatou component.

The internal dynamics of such Fatou components is, for the most part, fully understood
(see, for instance, [7, Theorem 6]): a p-periodic Fatou component U exhibits one of five
types of internal dynamics, each with a clear topological model. In three of these five types
(attracting, parabolic, and Siegel), the closure of the Fatou component contains a periodic
point z0 whose multiplier (fp)′(z0) controls the dynamics of U (the other two types, Baker
domains and Herman rings, are not associated to periodic points). A Fatou component that
is not pre-periodic is said to be a wandering domain. Wandering domains, by definition,
cannot have periodic orbits in their closures, and so understanding their internal dynamics
is a much more delicate endeavour – one that has been carried out in [6, 18]. Based on this
understanding of the different internal behaviours of wandering domains, this paper aims
to chip away at the question: how do these different internal dynamics co-exist (if they do)
inside parameter families?
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If f is part of a holomorphic family (fλ)λ∈M (see Section 3 for a definition), where
M is complex manifold of possibly infinite dimension, then understanding how periodic
points and their multipliers change with λ is an important part of understanding how the
dynamics change within (fλ)λ∈M . If the multiplier of the p-periodic point z0 is not 1, then
by the implicit function theorem the equation fpλ(z) = z has a solution (λ, z(λ)) in some
neighbourhood Ω ⊂M ×C of (λ0, z0), and the function λ 7→ z(λ) is holomorphic. In other
words, we can locally “track” the periodic point z0 as λ changes. This means in particular
that the function λ 7→ (fpλ)

′(z(λ)), the multiplier map, is holomorphic in a neighbourhood
of λ0. It has been studied in great detail in the case of rational functions, and a common
theme is that the multipliers of attracting periodic orbits can be used to parameterise the
parameter families the functions belong to – see, for instance, [13, 34, 30, 25]. This motivates
the questions that drive this paper – which, if f = fλ0 ∈ (fλ)λ∈M is an entire function with
a simply connected wandering domain U , can be phrased as:

(1) Is there some “multiplier-like” object associated to U and moving holomorphically with
λ?

(2) Can we use this object to parameterise (fλ)λ∈M?

If we are assuming that f is J-stable (see Section 3 for a definition) in the family (fλ)λ∈M
and H(λ, z) is the holomorphic motion of its Julia set, an immediate consequence is that
fλ also has a simply connected wandering domain Uλ = H(λ,U) for λ close enough to λ0.
This is where we introduce our analogue of the multiplier map: the distortion map (see
Section 4 for a definition). We show that, under appropriate assumptions, it is holomorphic
in the appropriate domain (see Section 3 for relevant definitions, and Subsection 2.3 for an
exposition on conjugations on Banach analytic manifolds):

Theorem 1.1. Let f be an entire function with a simply connected wandering domain U ,
and let p ∈ U . Let α be a distortion sequence for f at p. Assume that f = fλ0 is J-stable in
some holomorphic family (fλ)λ∈M , where M is a Banach analytic manifold. Denoting the
holomorphic motion of J(f) by H, assume that H(λ, fn(p)) = fnλ (H(λ, p)) for all n ∈ N

and λ ∈M . Then, there exists a holomorphic map A :M ×M → ℓ∞, called the distortion
map (of α over M), such that:

· For every λ ∈M , A(λ, λ) is a distortion sequence for fλ at H(λ, p).

· A(λ0, λ0) = α.

Combining Theorem 1.1 with Benini et al.’s classification of simply connected wandering
domains (see Theorem A in 2 for a statement) has the following consequence – which, for
periodic domains, comes from the multiplier map and the classification of periodic Fatou
components. This highlights how the distortion map is a “wandering” counterpart to the
multiplier map.

Corollary 1.1. Let f , U , M , and α be as in Theorem 1.1. If ‖α‖∞ < 1, then there exists
a neighbourhood Λ ⊂ M of λ0 such that, for λ ∈ Λ, the wandering domain Uλ of fλ is
contracting.

This is an answer to question (1); let us now turn to question (2). We show that, for
certain kinds of functions with certain kinds of wandering domains, it is possible to “recon-
struct” the distortion map by perturbing the distortion sequence. In order to understand
what kind of functions we are referring to, we turn to a method originally described by
Herman.

Let g : C∗ → C∗ be a holomorphic function with a simply connected, forward invariant
Fatou component V . Herman described how to find an entire function f : C → C such that
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exp ◦f = g ◦ exp, i.e. f lifts g, and any component of exp−1(V ) is a wandering domain of
f . This motivates the following definition:

Definition. Let f be an entire function with a simply connected wandering domain U . We
say that U is an attracting (resp. parabolic, Siegel) Herman-type wandering domain if there
exists a holomorphic function g : C∗ → C∗ such that g ◦ exp = exp ◦f and V = exp(U) is
an attracting domain (resp. parabolic domain, Siegel disc) of g.

Remark. It follows from Definition 1 that, if f has a Herman-type wandering domain, then
f satisfies f(z + 2π) = f(z) + 2πi · n for some n ∈ Z∗. This, in turn, happens if and only
if f(z) = nz + h(ez) where h is an entire function (see, for instance, [23, Proposition 7].
Thus, functions with Herman-type wandering domains are relatively simple to construct or
identify.

By considering the Teichmüller space of functions with Herman-type wandering domains,
Fagella and Henriksen [15] showed that such functions are structurally stable in a natural
family parametrised by an abstract infinite-dimensional manifold (its Teichmüller space).
Here, we give an explicit construction of such a manifold, and show that the associated
distortion map is non-constant.

Theorem 1.2. Let f be an entire function with an attracting Herman-type wandering do-
main, and let M = {λ ∈ ℓ∞ : ‖λ‖∞ < 1}. Then, there exists a natural family (fλ)λ∈M such
that f is J-stable in (fλ)λ∈M and the distortion map A :M ×M → ℓ∞ is non-constant.

Finally, we turn to general parameter spaces of entire functions. When considering
parameter families of holomorphic functions, one tends to consider natural families, defined
in Section 3. This means that, in a sense, the largest possible parameter space containing
an entire function f is the set

Mf := {g = ψ ◦ f ◦ ϕ−1 : g ∈ E,ψ, ϕ ∈ QC(C,C)},

where E denotes the topological vector space of entire functions (armed with the compact-
open topology) and QC(C,C) denotes the space of quasiconformal homeomorphisms of C.
It is known that, if f has finitely many singular values (critical values, asymptotic values,
and accumulation points thereof), then Mf is a complex manifold of dimension q+2, where
q is the number of singular values (see, for instance, [14, Section 2] and [20, Theorem 3.1]).
Our last theorem extends this result to functions with infinitely many singular values, as
long as the latter remain discrete.

Theorem 1.3 (Universal natural family). Let f be an entire function with a discrete set
of singular values, and assume that f has at least two singular values. Then, there exists a
Banach analytic manifold Tf and a covering map Φ : Tf →Mf ⊂ E satisfying the following
properties:

(i) Φ is continuous1 and the function Tf × C ∋ (λ, z) 7→ Φλ(z) ∈ C is analytic.

(ii) For any other natural family (fλ)λ∈M containing f , there exists a holomorphic function
φ : M → Tf such that fλ = Φφ(λ). In other words, φ lifts the natural inclusion
M ∋ λ 7→ fλ ∈ E.

In particular, Mf admits a complex structure that turns Φ into a holomorphic map. Fur-
thermore, Mf is finite-dimensional if and only if f has finitely many singular values.

1Continuity here is meant considering Mf ⊂ E with the topology of locally uniform convergence.
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Remark. If f has exactly q < +∞ singular values, then the manifold Tf has dimension
q + 2, as should be expected. See also [35, Proposition A.1] for a version of this result for
real entire functions of finite type.

The existence of Tf helps us understand more general parameter spaces of entire func-
tions – though not necessarily in a straightforward manner. For instance, if f has infinitely
many singular values, then one can show that the manifold Tf is modelled on a non-separable
Banach space (see, for instance, [19], or the proof of [21, Theorem 6.6.1]), and is therefore
non-separable. The Fréchet space E, however, is separable; consequently, the topologies of
Mf as an analytic manifold and as a subset of E do not coincide – in other words, Mf is
not an embedded submanifold of E – unless f has finitely many singular values. On a more
positive note, the proof of Theorem 1.3 gives us the following corollary in the spirit of [35,
Corollary 5.4]. For more powerful results on conjugacy classes (which are subsets of Mf ),
see also [26, Theorem 4.11] and [11, Theorem B].

Corollary 1.2. For any f ∈ E, the equivalence class Mf is connected, and in fact path-
connected, in E.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we go through necessary concepts
and results on the internal dynamics of wandering domains, holomorphic functions in Ba-
nach spaces, Banach analytic manifolds and conjugations, and quasiconformal maps and
Teichmüller theory. Then, in Section 3, we introduce existing results and concepts about
parameter families of holomorphic functions and prove Theorem 1.3. Section 4 introduces
the notion of distortion sequences and proves Theorem 1.1, and finally in Section 5 we prove
Theorem 1.2. We notice that the results in Sections 4 and 5 do not depend on the proof of
Theorem 1.3; we only prove it first in order to keep similar sections together.
Acknowledgements. The first author thanks Núria Fagella for many illuminating discus-
sions, and acknowledges financial support from the LMS Early Career Fellowship ECF-2022-
16. We thank Lasse Rempe for pointing out a mistake in a previous version of Theorem
1.3.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Internal dynamics of simply connected wandering domains

Let f be an entire function with a simply connected wandering domain U . For any pair
of distinct points z and w in U , the sequence (dUn(f

n(z), fn(w))) of hyperbolic distances
(see [5] for an introduction to the hyperbolic metric of plane domains and its properties)
is, by the Schwarz–Pick Lemma [5, Theorem 6.4], decreasing, and hence has a limit c(z, w)
which is either zero or positive. It was shown by Benini et al. in [6] that this property is
(mostly) independent of z and w, and so is the question whether this limit is reached. More
specifically:

Theorem A. Let f be an entire function with a simply connected wandering domain U .
Let Z0 ∈ U , and let E = {(z, w) ∈ U × U : fk(z) = fk(w) for some k ∈ N}. Then, exactly
one of the following holds.

(1) dUn (f
n(z), fn(w)) → 0 for all z, w ∈ U , and we say that U is contracting.

(2) dUn (f
n(z), fn(w)) → c(z, w) > 0 and dUn (f

n(z), fn(w)) 6= c(z, w) for all (z, w) ∈
U × U \E, and we say that U is semi-contracting.

(3) There exists N ∈ N such that, for all n ≥ N , dUn (f
n(z), fn(w)) = c(z, w) > 0 for all

(z, w) ∈ U × U \ E, and we say that U is eventually isometric.
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Furthermore, for any z ∈ U and n ∈ N, let

αn(z) := ‖Df(fn−1(z))‖Un

Un−1

denote the hyperbolic distortion of f at fn−1(z). Then:

· U is contracting if and only if
∑

n≥1(1− αn(z)) = +∞.

· U is eventually isometric if and only if αn(z) = 1 for all sufficiently large n.

The sequence (αn(z))n∈N is a distortion sequence for f at z (see Section 4) with the
property of being positive – in particular, the dynamics of U are intimately related to its
distortion sequences.

2.2 Holomorphic functions on Banach spaces

The theory of holomorphic functions on Banach spaces and manifolds is rich, and shows
both similarities and differences to complex analysis on C (or even Cn); we refer the reader
to [32] for an overview of the subject, and particularly for proofs of the results given here.
The first and most important result we will state is Hartogs’ separate analyticity1 theorem
[32, Theorem 36.1]:

Lemma 2.1 (Hartogs Theorem). Let X, Y , and Z be complex Banach spaces, and let
U ⊂ X and V ⊂ Y be open sets. Then, a function f : U × V → Z is holomorphic if and
only if, for every x0 ∈ U and y0 ∈ V , the functions y 7→ f(x0, y) and x 7→ f(x, y0) are
holomorphic.

Next, we have a very useful condition for analyticity of functions into ℓ∞; see [32,
Exercise 8.H].

Lemma 2.2. Let X be a complex Banach space, let U ⊂ X be open, and let fn : U → C be
holomorphic functions. Suppose that, for each compact subset K ⊂ U , there exists MK > 0
such that supz∈K |fn(z)| < MK for all n ∈ N. Then, the function F : U → ℓ∞ given by

F (z) = (fn(z))n∈N

is holomorphic.

Since analyticity is a local property, it follows immediately that all the results discussed
in this section are also valid for analytic functions between Banach analytic manifolds.

2.3 Banach analytic manifolds and conjugations

A Banach analytic manifold is, in a sense, the “obvious” way to define an infinite-dimensional
complex manifold. More precisely, it is a topological space M endowed with an open cover
{Uα ⊂ M}α∈A and homeomorphisms ϕα : Uα → ϕα(Uα) ⊂ V , where V is a complex
Banach space, and such that the transition maps ϕβ ◦ ϕ−1

α : ϕα(Uα ∩ Uβ) → ϕβ(Uα ∩ Uβ)
are biholomorphic for any α, β ∈ A. The functions ϕα are called the charts of M .

For some v = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Cn, the meaning of v is relatively immediate: it is
(z1, . . . , zn). In a more abstract Banach analytic manifold, however, the meaning of con-
jugation becomes less clear. To understand it, we must first consider what it means to
conjugate elements of complex Banach spaces.

1Unless otherwise specified, we always use analyticity to mean complex analyticity. As such, we use the

words analytic and holomorphic interchangeably.
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If V is a complex Banach space, we define a conjugation to be an anti-linear map
σ : V → V such that σ ◦ σ(v) = v for all v ∈ V . It is not obvious that every complex
Banach space V has a conjugation; however, one can always be constructed by dividing
V into “real” and “imaginary” parts1. More specifically, take a Hamel basis for V , and
consider its R-span VR. It is easy to verify that V = VR ⊕ iVR; thus, any v ∈ V can be
written as v = x + iy, where x and y are in VR, and a well-defined conjugation is given
by σ(x + iy) = x − iy. Taking different Hamel bases gives us different conjugations on V
(for instance, we can start with any z ∈ C with |z| = 1 and obtain a conjugation on C by
reflecting across the R-span of z).

On a Banach analytic manifold M , we conjugate by changing the complex structure of
M . In other words, if {ψα : Uα ⊂ M → V }α∈A are charts for M , then we define M as the
manifold with charts {σ ◦ ψα : Uα → V }α∈A, where σ : V → V is a conjugation. Notice
that the identity is an anti-holomorphic map from M to M .

2.4 Quasiconformal maps and Teichmüller theory

As usual, our most important tool will be the measurable Riemann mapping theorem of
Ahfolrs and Bers [2]; see [21, Theorem 4.6.1 and Proposition 4.7.5] and [12, Theorem 4.4.1]
for the version given here. Here and throughout, for a quasiregular map ϕ, we denote by
ϕ∗µ the pullback of the almost complex structure µ by ϕ, and by µ0 the standard almost
complex structure.

Lemma 2.3. (1) Let µ ∈ L∞(C) be such that ‖µ‖∞ < 1. Then, there exists a quasiconfor-
mal map ϕ : C → C such that ϕ has Beltrami coefficient µ, i.e., ϕ∗µ0 = µ. Furthermore,
ϕ is unique up to postcomposition with an automorphism of C.

(2) Let ϕµ denote the quasiconformal homeomorphism of C such that ϕ∗µ0 = µ normalised
by ϕµ(0) = 0, ϕµ(1) = 1, and ϕµ(∞) = ∞. Then, the map L∞(C) 7→ QC(C,C) given
by µ 7→ ϕµ is analytic, in the sense that it is continuous relative to the compact-open
topology and for each z ∈ C the map µ 7→ ϕµ(z) is analytic.
Item (1) holds with C replace by D. Item (2) holds with C replaced by D and analytic

replaced by real-analytic.

The analytic dependence of mappings on Beltrami coefficients has something of a con-
verse [21, Lemma 4.8.15]:

Lemma 2.4. Let M be a Banach analytic manifold, U an open subset of C, and F :
M × U → C a continuous map. Let ht(z) := H(t, z). Suppose that ht is quasiconformal
for all t ∈ M , and that for every z ∈ U the map t 7→ ht(z) is analytic. Then, the Beltrami
coefficient

µt := (ht)
∗µ0

is analytic as a map M 7→ L∞(C).

Families of functions ht as in Lemma 2.4 are in fact very popular in complex dynamics,
as formalised in the following definition:

Definition. Let X ⊂ C. A holomorphic motion of X over a Banach analytic manifold M
with basepoint λ0 ∈M is a mapping H :M ×X → C such that:

1. For each x ∈ X, the map λ 7→ H(λ, x) is analytic;

2. For each λ ∈M , the map x 7→ H(λ, x) is injective; and

1This is called a real structure on V .
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3. H(λ0, x) = x.

This definition was introduced by Mañé, Sad, and Sullivan in [27], who called them
“analytic families of injections”. A major property of holomorphic motions is the following
(see [21, Theorem 5.2.3]):

Lemma 2.5 (λ-Lemma). Let M be a Banach analytic manifold, and let X ⊂ C. If H :
M ×C → C is a holomorphic motion, then for every λ ∈M the map X ∋ x 7→ H(λ, x) ∈ C

is quasiconformal.

Much more can be said: a holomorphic motion of X can be extended to a holomorphic
motion of X, and sometimes even to a holomorphic motion of C; see, for instance, [8], [31],
or [21, Section 5.2].

Given a closed set E ⊂ C, an important question is to consider the family of all possible
holomorphic motions of E. It turns out that the answer to this question is deep, and requires
a foray into Teichmüller theory. Let us start with some definitions (properly tailored for
our context):

Definition. Let S ⊂ C be open, and let ψ : S → ψ(S) ⊂ C and ϕ : S → ϕ(S) ⊂ C

be quasiconformal maps. We say that ψ and ϕ are equivalent (or Teichmüller equivalent)
if there exists a conformal map h : ψ(S) → ϕ(S) such that the quasiconformal map η =
ϕ−1 ◦ h ◦ ψ : S → S is isotopic to the identity relative to ∂S. In other words, η extends
continuously to ∂S and there exists a continuous map h : [0, 1]×S → S such that h(0, z) = z
for all z ∈ S, h(1, z) = η(z) for all z ∈ S, and h(t, z) = z for all t ∈ [0, 1] and z ∈ ∂S.

Definition. Let S be a plane domain. Then, its Teichmüller space T (S) is the set of all
possible quasiconformal maps ϕ : S → ϕ(S) ⊂ Ĉ modulo Teichmüller equivalence.

The fact that T (S) is a complex manifold for any plane domain S (or, more generally,
for any Riemann surface; see e.g. [21, Theorem 6.5.1]) is a powerful result with many
applications, and so is the fact that this idea can be generalised to unions of mutually
disjoint plane domains (see [28, Section 5.3] or [31, Section 5] for details on how to do this).

Now, let E ⊂ Ĉ be closed, and assume that {0, 1,∞} ⊂ E. If ψ,ϕ : C → C are
quasiconformal maps fixing 0, 1, and ∞, we say (in the spirit of the previous definitions)
that ψ and ϕ are E-equivalent if ψ◦ϕ−1 is isotopic to the identity relative to E (in particular,
ϕ|E = ψ|E). We define the Teichmüller space of E, denoted T (E), to be the set of E-
equivalence classes of quasiconformal homeomorphisms of Ĉ fixing 0, 1, and ∞. We will see
that the space T (E) holds the answer to our problem of describing all possible holomorphic
motions of E; let us take a closer look at it.

For X ⊂ C, let M(X) denote the unit ball of L∞(C). It follows from the Ahlfors-Bers
theorem that the map P : M(C) → T (E) assigning to µ the E-equivalence class of its
unique normalised integrating map ϕµ is a well-defined function, but this by itself does not
tell us much. Far more useful is the following characterisation of T (E):

Lemma 2.6 ([31], Corollaries 5.3, 6.1, and 6.2). For any closed set E ⊂ Ĉ containing 0, 1,
and ∞, the following hold.

1. T (E) ≃ T (Ĉ \ E)×M(E).

2. There exists π :M(Ĉ\E) → T (Ĉ\E) such that the map PE :M(C) → T (Ĉ\E)×M(E)
given by PE(µ) = (π(µ), µ|E) is a split submersion.

3. The function PE satisfies PE(µ) = PE(ν) if and only if P (µ) = P (ν).

In particular, T (E) admits a complex structure that makes PE into a holomorphic split
submersion.
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The final answer to our previous question was given by Mitra:

Lemma 2.7. For any closed set E ⊂ Ĉ containing 0, 1, and ∞, there exists a universal
holomorphic motion ΨE : T (E) × E → Ĉ with the following property: if H : M × E → Ĉ

is any other holomorphic motion of E over a Banach analytic manifold M , then there
exists a unique holomorphic map F : M → T (E) such that ΨE(F (m), z) = H(m, z) for all
(m, z) ∈M × E.

3 Parameter families of entire functions

3.1 Holomorphic and natural families

In this subsection, we give an overview of the main concepts used to discuss parameter
families of holomorphic functions. Since the functions themselves are holomorphic, we
can ask for parameter dependence to be holomorphic as well, bringing us to the concept
of a holomorphic family. By Hartogs’ Theorem, this means that we can define define a
holomorphic family of entire functions (fλ)λ∈M , where M is a Banach analytic manifold, as
a holomorphic function F :M ×C → C with F (λ, z) = fλ(z). Since we are concerned with
the quasiconformal equivalence class Mf of a given entire function f , it also makes sense to
consider a different type of parameter family:

Definition. Let M be a Banach analytic manifold. A natural family of entire functions
over M is a family (fλ)λ∈M such that fλ = ψλ ◦ f ◦ϕ

−1
λ , where f = fλ0 is an entire function

and ψλ and ϕλ are quasiconformal homeomorphisms of C depending holomorphically on
λ ∈M .

It is easy to show (see the proof of Theorem 1.3) that a natural family (fλ)λ∈M is also
a holomorphic family, with the additional feature that the singular values of fλ and their
pre-images move holomorphically. Astorg, Benini, and Fagella showed [3, Theorem 2.6] that
the converse also holds locally for finite-type maps: every holomorphic family of finite-type
maps for which singular values and their pre-images move holomorphically can be locally
expressed as a natural family.

We can now discuss structural stability in natural families of entire functions. The
“standard” definition is the following:

Definition. Let f = fλ0 be an entire function in the natural family (fλ)λ∈M , where M
is a Banach analytic manifold. We say that f is J-stable in (fλ)λ∈M if there exists a
neighbourhood Λ ⊂M of λ0 and a holomorphic motion of J(f) over Λ such that:

· For each λ ∈ Λ, H(λ, J(f)) = J(fλ).

· H(λ, f(z)) = fλ(H(λ, z)) for every (λ, z) ∈ Λ× J(f).

In other words, H(λ, ·) conjugates f |J(f) to fλ|J(fλ).

3.2 Universal natural families

In this subsection, we prove Theorem 1.3. Denote by M(X), X ⊂ C, the unit ball in the
Banach space L∞(X) ⊂ L∞(C). Also, denote by S(f) the set of singular values of f . We
start with a much easier result:

Lemma 3.1. For any entire function f ∈ E, there exists a function Φ̃ :M(C)×(C∗×C)2 →
Mf such that Φ̃ is continuous, surjective, and the mapping M(C)×(C∗×C)2×C ∋ (λ, z) 7→
Φ̃λ(z) ∈ C is analytic.
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Proof. Fix a function f ∈ E, and fix z0 ∈ f−1(0) and z1 ∈ f−1(1). Let λ = (µ, a1, b1, a2, b2).
We start by applying Lemma 2.3 to µ, obtaining a quasiconformal map ψµ fixing 0 and 1.
If we let ψλ(z) = aψµ(z) + b, then ψλ ranges over all quasiconformal maps with Beltrami
coefficient µ and is analytic in λ by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.1.

Next, let µλ = (ψλ ◦ f)
∗µ0 = f∗µ. It can be shown (see, for instance, [9, p. 17]) that

µλ(z) = µ (f(z))
f ′(z)

f ′(z)
,

meaning that the map λ 7→ µλ(z) is still analytic for every z ∈ C. It is time to apply Lemma
2.3 again to obtain a quasiconformal map ϕµλ with Beltrami coefficient µλ and fixing z0
and z1. Defining ϕλ(z) = a2ϕ

µλ(z)+b2, this once again varies over all quasiconformal maps
with Beltrami coefficient µλ as a2 ∈ C∗ and b2 ∈ C vary.

Defining the function g(z) = ψλ ◦f ◦(ϕλ)
−1(z), it follows from the construction that g is

entire, and we see by an argument originally by Buff and Chéritat [10, p. 21] that the map
λ 7→ g(z) is holomorphic in λ for any fixed z ∈ C. The continuity of λ 7→ g follows from
Lemma 2.3, and it is analytic as a map M(C)× (C∗ × C)2 × C → C by Hartogs’ Theorem.
Clearly, the function Φ̃ is also surjective.

The domain M(C) × (C∗ × C)2 is too big for our purposes – especially because M(C)
is obnoxiously big. From now on, we assume that 0 and 1 are singular values of f (which
can always be achieved by conjugating f). It turns out, then, that we can push Φ̃ down to
a smaller space:

Lemma 3.2. Let Φ̃ be as given by Lemma 3.1, let F = S(f), and let PF : M(C) × (C∗ ×
C)2 → T (F ) × (C∗ × C) be given by P(µ, a1, b1, a2, b2) = (PF (µ), a1, b1, a2, b2). Then, if
λ1, λ2 ∈M(C)× (C∗ × C) are such that PF (λ1) = PF (λ2), we have Φ̃(λ1) = Φ̃(λ2).

Proof. Let λi = (µi, ai,1, bi,1, ai,2, bi,2), i = 0, 1. It is clear from the definition of P that we
have a0,j = a1,j and b0,j = b1,j for j = 1, 2, so that we must focus on the role of µi. The
proof now is essentially the same as that of [14, Lemma 2] with minor modifications. More
specifically, let g0 = Φ̃(λ0) = ψ0 ◦ f ◦ (ϕ0)

−1 and g1 = Φ̃(λ1) = ψ1 ◦ f ◦ (ϕ1)
−1. Then, one

has from the definition of T (F ) and Lemma 2.7 that ψ0 and ψ1 are F -equivalent, meaning
that there exists an isotopy ψ̃t : C → C, t ∈ [0, 1], such that ψ̃0 = ψ0, ψ̃1 = ψ1, and ψt|F
is the identity for every t ∈ [0, 1]. Since S(f) has Lebesgue measure zero, one can apply
the covering homotopy theorem to find an isotopy ϕ̃t : C \ f−1(S(f)) → C \ g−1

0 ◦ψ0(S(f)),
t ∈ [0, 1], such that ϕ̃0 = ϕ0, and g0 ◦ ϕ̃t(z) = ψ̃t ◦ f(z) for all z ∈ C \ f−1(S(f)) and
t ∈ [0, 1]. Setting t = 1, we obtain

g0 ◦ ϕ̃1(z) = ψ1 ◦ f(z) = g1 ◦ ϕ1(z), z ∈ C \ f−1(S(f)),

where the last equality follows from the definition of g1. We see that g0 = g1 ◦ (ϕ̃1 ◦ ϕ
−1
1 ).

To proceed, notice that the isotopy ψ̃t fixes 0 and 1, meaning that its lift ϕ̃t is constant
on f−1(0) and f−1(1) (which exact permutation of these sets is enacted by ϕ̃t does not
depend on t, and is uniquely determined by a0,2 and b0,2). Furthermore, since g0 and g1 are
entire, the composition ϕ̃1 ◦ϕ

−1
1 is conformal on the full measure set C \ f−1(F ), and hence

conformal on C by Weyl’s lemma. It follows that ϕ̃1 and ϕ1 differ by an automorphism of
C, and because a0,2 = a1,2 and b0,2 = b1,2 we have that this automorphism is the identity.
We are done.

Lemma 3.2 shows that the projection PF pushes Φ̃ down to a well-defined function
Φ: T (F )× (C∗ × C)2 → Mf , which inherits all the properties of Φ̃. The last step, then, is
to show that, Φ is locally invertible.
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Lemma 3.3. Let f , E, and Φ: T (F ) × (C∗ × C)2 be as above. Then, for any point λ∗ =
(PF (µ

∗), a∗1, b
∗
1, a

∗
2, b

∗
2) ∈ T (F ) × (C∗ × C)2, there exists a neighbourhood1 U ⊂ Mf of g∗ =

Φ(λ∗) and a function σ : U → T (F )× (C∗ × C)2 such that:

(1) σ(g∗) = λ∗;

(2) σ is a right inverse to Φ, i.e., Φ ◦ σ(g) = g for any g ∈ U ; and

(3) If M is a Banach analytic manifold and ψλ and ϕλ are quasiconformal maps depending
holomorphically on λ ∈M such that g(λ) = ψλ ◦ f ◦ (ϕλ)

−1 is entire and belongs to U ,
then the function M → T (F )× (C∗ × C)2 given by λ 7→ σ(g(λ)) is holomorphic.

Proof. Write ψλ∗ and ϕλ∗ as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, so that g∗ = ψλ∗ ◦ f ◦ ϕ−1
λ∗ . Let

s1 = ψλ∗(0) and s2 = ψλ∗(1); it is clear that s1 and s2 are singular values of g∗, and
furthermore that s1 = b∗1 and s2 = a∗1 + b∗2. In a neighbourhood of g∗, one can “track”
these singular values, obtaining an injective function g 7→ (s1(g), s2(g)) (see, for instance,
[24, Lemma 1]). It follows that one obtains an injective function g 7→ (a1(g), b1(g)). After
post-composing g with an affine map that sends s1(g) to 0 and s2(g) to 1, we obtain
PF (µ(g)) as the element of T (F ) “closest” to PF (µ

∗) with the correct F -equivalence class
(i.e., η(S(f) = S(g) for any η in the equivalence class PF (µ(g))). Finally, for a2 and
b2, we can “track” the corresponding pre-image of s1(g) and s2(g) in neighbourhoods of
w0 = a∗2z0 + b∗2 and w1 = a∗2z1 + b∗2. In other words, a2(g) and b2(g) are the solutions of

{
g(a2z0 + b2) = s1(g)

g(a2z1 + b2) = s2(g)

found in neighbourhoods of a∗2 and b∗2, respectively. Thus, we obtain

σ(g) = (PF (µ(g)), a1(g), b1(g), a2(g), b2(g)),

and it is clear that is satisfies property (1). Property (2) follows from Lemma 3.2.
Finally, property (3) follows from Lemma 2.7, the hypothesis that ψλ(z) and ϕλ(z) are

holomorphic functions of λ for each fixed z ∈ C, and Hartogs’ Theorem.

Lemma 3.3 shows that pushing forward the topology of T (F ) × (C∗ × C)2 turns Φ :
T (F ) × (C∗ × C)2 into a covering map. Property (3), in particular, implies that “pushing
forward” the complex structure of T (F )×(C∗×C)2 through Φ induces a well-defined complex
structure on Mf , turning Φ into a holomorphic covering map. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.3.

4 Distortion sequences for wandering domains

In this section, we define distortion sequences for entire functions with simply connected
wandering domains and prove Theorem 1.1.

Definition. Let f be an entire function with a simply connected wandering domain U .
Take z0 ∈ U , and let zn := fn(z0). For n ≥ 0, let ψn : D → Un be Riemann maps with
ψn(0) = zn. For n ∈ N, define gn : D → D by gn(z) = ψ−1

n ◦ f ◦ ψn−1(z), so that gn(0) = 0.
The sequence (αn(f, z0))n∈N given by

αn(f, z0) := g′n(0)

is called a distortion sequence of f at z0.

1We’re considering Mf with the topology induced by Φ.
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Notice that the distortion sequence of f at z0 is not unique, but any two distortion
sequences (αn)n∈N and (βn)n∈N at z0 satisfy |αn| = |βn| for all n ∈ N. By Theorem A, a
distortion sequence of f at z0 ∈ U is closely related to the internal dynamics of U .

As discussed in Section 1, if f is J-stable in some natural family (fλ)λ∈M with holo-
morphic motion H, then fλ has a simply connected wandering domain Uλ = H(λ,U), and
Uλ,n = fnλ (Uλ) = H(λ,Un). To understand the distortion sequences of fλ at H(λ, z0), we
must understand the Riemann maps ζλ,n of Uλ,n. We have:

Lemma 4.1. Let Ω ( C be a simply connected domain, and let H : M × Ω → C be a
holomorphic motion of Ω over some Banach analytic manifold M with basepoint λ0 ∈ M .
Let p ∈ Ω, and let ζ : D → Ω be a Riemann map with ζ(0) = p. Then, there exists a
holomorphic motion η : M ×M × D → Ω′

λ,γ := η(λ, γ)(D) ⊂ C such that:

(1) For all (λ, γ) ∈M ×M , η(λ, γ)(0) = 0;

(2) For each λ ∈M , η(λ, λ)(D) = D; and

(3) For all z ∈ D, η(λ0, λ0)(z) = z.

Furthermore, for (λ, γ) ∈ M ×M , let Z(λ, γ) : Ω′
λ,γ → C be given by Z(λ, γ) = H(λ, ζ ◦

η(λ, γ)−1(z)). Then:

(i) For every (λ, γ) ∈M ×M , Z(λ, γ) : Ω′
λ,γ → Ωλ := H(λ,Ω) is a biholomorphism;

(ii) For each λ ∈M , the function ζλ(z) := Z(λ, λ)(z) is a Riemann map of Ωλ;

(iii) For all (λ, γ) ∈M ×M , Z(λ, γ)(0) = H(λ, p);

(iv) For all z ∈ D, Z(λ, λ0)(z) = ζ(z); and

(v) For all (λ∗, γ∗, z) ∈ M ×M × Ω′
λ∗,γ∗ and any neighbourhood Λ ⊂ M ×M of (λ∗, γ∗)

such that z ∈ Ω′
λ,γ for (λ, γ) ∈ Λ, the map Λ ∋ (λ, γ) 7→ Z(λ, γ)(z) ∈ C is holomorphic.

Proof. Let hλ(z) := H(λ, z), so that hλ is quasiconformal by Lemma 2.5. We start by
defining a Beltrami coefficient µλ : D → D as µλ := (hλ ◦ ζ)

∗µ0. It follows from Lemma 2.4
that µλ(z) is analytic in λ for each z ∈ D, but we cannot integrate it directly to obtain an
integrating map depending analytically on λ.

To circumvent this problem, consider that the space L∞(C) can be split as L∞(C) =
L∞(D)⊕ L∞(C \ D). Lemma 2.3 can therefore be restated as saying that the map

L∞(D)× L∞(C \ D)× C ∋ (µ, ν, z) 7→ ϕµ+ν(z) ∈ C

is holomorphic. If, furthermore, we take ν = τ∗µ, where τ(z) = 1/z̄, then the corresponding
integrating map ϕµ+ν is symmetric with respect to reflection across the unit circle, and
therefore ϕµ+ν(D) = D (see [9, Exercise 1.4.1] or [2, Lemma 14]). Its restriction to the unit
disc is therefore a quasiconformal self-map of the unit disc, fixing the origin (and one) and
integrating µ.

Applying this idea to our situation, we let µ = µλ = (hλ ◦ ζ)
∗µ0 and ν = νγ = τ∗(hγ ◦

ζ)∗µ0, where (λ, γ) ∈M ×M . We obtain the map η : M ×M × D → C given by

η(λ, γ)(z) := ϕµλ+νγ(z);

it follows from the definition that µλ and νγ are holomorphic in λ and γ (respectively), so
that we conclude from Lemma 2.3 that η is a holomorphic motion. Properties (1), (2), and
(3) are readily established from the definition of ϕµλ+νγ .
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If we define Z(λ, γ) : Ω′
λ,γ → C as proposed, property (i) follows from the fact that – by

construction – it preserves the standard almost complex structure µ0 (see Weyl’s lemma,
e.g. [9, Theorem 1.14]). Properties (ii), (iii), and (iv) now follow from (2), (1), and (3),
respectively. Finally, property (v) follows by the usual argument of Buff and Chéritat [10,
p. 21].

Remark. The question of how Riemann maps relate to holomorphic motions of the domain
is a deep one; other results on the topic can be found in [33, 36, 37].

We are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We begin by taking Riemann maps ζn : D → Un, n ≥ 0, with base-
point pn = fn(p), where p ∈ U is such that (by hypothesis) H(λ, ·) conjugates the f -orbit
of p to the fλ-orbit of H(λ, p). Applying Lemma 4.1, we obtain holomorphic motions
ηn : M ×M × D → C, n ≥ 0, such that ζλ,n(z) := H

(
λ, ζn ◦ ηn(λ, λ)

−1(z)
)

are Riemann
maps of Uλ,n = fnλ (Uλ) = H(λ,Un) normalised so that ζλ,n(0) = H(λ, pn). The functions
gλ,n : D → D defined by

gλ,n(z) := ζ−1
λ,n ◦ fλ ◦ ζλ,n−1(z)

form a sequence of inner functions that is conjugate to (fλ|Uλ,n
)n∈N, but they are not

holomorphic in λ. They can, however, be understood as the restriction to (λ, λ) ∈ M ×M
of the more general functions

G(λ, γ)(z) := Zn(λ, γ)
−1 ◦ fλ ◦ Zn−1(λ, γ)(z),

where Zn(λ, γ) : ηn(λ, γ)(D) → C are also given by Lemma 4.1. These functions are holo-
morphic in λ, γ, and z; it follows that the maps αn : M ×M → C given by

αn(λ, γ) := Gn(λ, γ)
′(0)

are holomorphic. Furthermore, since the quasiconformal maps (ηn(λ, γ))n∈N have dilatation
uniformly bounded in terms of λ and γ, it follows that the sequence (αn(λ, γ))n∈N is uni-
formly bounded on compact subsets of M ×M by Cauchy’s integral formula. Hence, the
function A: M ×M → ℓ∞ given by

A(λ, γ) := (αn(λ, γ))n∈N

is holomorphic by Lemma 2.2. Finally, it follows from the construction of A that A(λ, λ) =
(g′λ,n(0))n∈N, completing the proof.

Corollary 1.1 follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 by noting that ‖A(λ, λ)‖∞ varies
continuously with λ ∈M , and thus if ‖α‖∞ < 1 then there exists a neighbourhood Λ ⊂M
of λ0 for which ‖A(λ, λ)‖∞ < 1, which implies that the corresponding wandering domain
Uλ is contracting by Theorem A.

5 Perturbing Herman-type wandering domains

Theorem 1.2 follows immediately from the more precise statement.

Theorem 5.1. Let f : C → C be a transcendental entire function with an attracting Herman-
type wandering domain U , and let M = {λ = (λ1, λ2, . . .) ∈ ℓ∞ : ‖λ‖∞ < 1}. Then, there
exist z0 ∈ U and a natural family (fλ)λ∈M such that:

(i) f0 = f ;
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(ii) f is J-stable in (fλ)λ∈M ;

(iii) If α is a distortion sequence of f at z0 and αn(λ) denotes the n-th entry of the distortion
map A(λ, λ) of α over M , then

dαn
dλn

(0) 6= 0.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 occupies the rest of this section. We will use a quasiconformal
surgery parametrised by the proposed Banach analytic manifold M .

Let z0 ∈ U denote the lift in U of the attracting fixed point w0 of h : C∗ → C∗, where
exp ◦f = h ◦ exp, and let zn := fn(z0). Denoting the immediate basin of attraction of w0

by V , let ζ : D → V be a Riemann map with ζ(0) = w0 and arg ζ ′(0) = argw0, and let
exp−1

n denote the branch of the logarithm on V mapping w0 to zn for n ≥ 0. We see that
ζn := exp−1

n ◦ζ is a Riemann map of Un satisfying ζn(0) = zn and ζ ′n(0) > 0. It follows that
we have an inner function g : D → D such that, for all n ∈ N,

g(z) = ζ−1
n ◦ f ◦ ζn−1(z),

with g(0) = 0 and α := g′(0) = h′(w0). In particular, α = (α,α, . . .)n∈N is a distortion
sequence for f at z0 (this is the only mention we will make of the distortion sequence α, as
opposed to the multiplier α. We hope this will not cause confusion).

By Koenig’s linearisation theorem [29, Theorem 8.2], there exist a neighbourhood ∆ ⊂ D

of the origin and a biholomorphism ψ : ∆ → DL := {z : |z| < L} such that

ψ ◦ g(z) = α · ψ(z) for z ∈ ∆

and, furthermore, ψ′(0) = 1.
Now, we wish to use the linearised coordinates w = ψ(z) to substitute the action w 7→ αw

of g for the action w 7→ α̃nw, where α̃n := α + ρλn and ρ := |α|/2 · min{|α, 1 − α}. This
will require the following kind of quasiconformal interpolation:

Lemma 5.1. Let R > 0, let α ∈ D∗, let r = |α|R, and let ρ = |α|/2 · min{|α|, 1 − |α|}.
Then, the map ϕ : D → {z : r < |z| < R} → C given by

ϕ(λ, teiθ) =

(
R− t

R− r
α̃+

t− r

R− r
α

)
teiθ,

where α̃ = α+ ρλ and λ ∈ D, satisfies the following properties.

(1) For every λ ∈ D, ϕ(λ, ·) interpolates between reiθ 7→ α̃reiθ and Reiθ 7→ αReiθ.

(2) For every λ ∈ D, the map ϕλ := ϕ(λ, ·) is a quasiconformal homeomorphism.

(3) For every fixed z, the map D ∋ λ 7→ µ(λ) := ϕ∗
λµ0(z) is analytic and |µ(λ)| ≤ |λ|.

Proof. Property (1) is clear by substituting t = r and t = R into the definition of ϕ.
To prove (2), we start by noting that ϕλ maps the circle of radius t = r + s(R − r),
0 ≤ s ≤ 1, homeomorphically onto the circle of radius σ(s) = |α+ (1− s)ρλ|(r + s(R− r)).
Because ρ is small compared to α, σ(s) is injective, and hence ϕλ is an orientation-preserving
diffeomorphism between {z : r < |z| < R} and {z : α̃r < |z| < αR}. It follows that it is
quasiconformal, since it extends smoothly to the closure (see [9, Remark 1.6(b)]). Finally,
it is clear that, for each z = teiθ, the map D ∋ λ 7→ ϕλ(z) is analytic, and thus by Lemma
2.4 so is its Beltrami coefficient. Property (3) now follows from the Schwarz lemma [32,
Theorem 7.19].
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We want to apply Lemma 5.1 to our situation: we choose R ∈ (0, L) (we will see fur-
ther ahead, in Claim 5.1, that R must be “small”), and interpolate between w 7→ α̃nw =
(α + ρλn)w on {w : |w| = |α|R} and w 7→ αw on {w : |w| = R}, obtaining the quasiconfor-
mal maps ϕn(w) = ϕ(λn, w). Also by Lemma 5.1, the Beltrami coefficients ϕ∗

nµ0 satisfy
‖ϕ∗

nµ0‖∞ ≤ |λn| ≤ |λ|∞.
Define now for n ∈ N the sets

∆n := ζn−1 ◦ ψ
−1 ({w : |w| ≤ |α|R}) and An := ζn−1 ◦ ψ

−1 ({w : |α|R < |w| < R})

and let gλ : C → C be the quasiregular map given by

gλ(z) :=





ζn ◦ ψ
−1

(
α̃n · ψ ◦ ζ−1

n−1(z)
)
, z ∈ ∆n,

ζn ◦ ψ
−1

(
ϕn ◦ ψ ◦ ζ−1

n−1(z)
)
, z ∈ An,

f(z) elsewhere.

It is important to notice that, because the internal dynamics of U are essentially the dynam-
ics of h : V → V , the domains An are “fundamental domains” for the grand orbit relation
(see [27, pp. 194–195]) of f . This means that the orbit of any point in C intersects An for
at most one value of n ∈ N, and so the Beltrami coefficient µλ given by

µλ(z) :=





g∗λµ0(z), z ∈ An,

(f j)∗g∗λµ0(z), z ∈ f−j(An),

µ0(z), elsewhere

is gλ-invariant, i.e. g∗λµλ = µλ, and satisfies ‖µλ‖∞ ≤ ‖λ‖∞. Furthermore – and this is why
our construction was so strict – the map M ∋ λ 7→ µλ ∈ D is analytic for every z ∈ C. It
follows from Lemma 2.3 that there exists a quasiconformal map ϕλ : C → C fixing 0 and z0
varying analytically with λ ∈M and such that

fλ := ϕλ ◦ gλ ◦ ϕ
−1
λ

is an entire function.
Now, the fact that both ϕλ and gλ depend analytically on λ does not imply that the

same is true of fλ. Define the function

ψλ(z) :=

{
gλ ◦ f

−1(z), z ∈ ∆n ∪An,

z, elsewhere;

it is immediate that ψλ is analytic in λ and that gλ = ψλ ◦ f , so that

fλ = ϕλ ◦ ψλ ◦ f ◦ ϕ−1
λ .

Hence, (fλ)λ∈M defines a natural family with basepoint f0 = f and therefore moves analyt-
ically with λ (see Theorem 1.3).

Finally, it is clear that ϕλ conjugates f |J(f) to fλ|J(fλ) by construction, and that
H(λ, z) := ϕλ(z) is a holomorphic motion over M , implying that f is J-stable in (fλ)λ∈M .
We must now show that the distortion sequence of fλ at zλ := ϕλ(z0) is not constant with
λ, concluding the proof of Theorem 5.1.

To this end, we start by obtaining Riemann maps ζλ,n : D → Uλ,n with adequate proper-
ties. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, obtaining integrating maps hn : D → D of
µλ,n := (ϕλ ◦ ζn)

∗µ0 (notice that hn depends on λm, m ≥ n+ 1, although that dependence
is not made explicit). By construction, the functions

ζλ,n(z) = ϕλ ◦ ζn ◦ (hn)
−1(z)
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are Riemann maps of Uλ,n, and we can define, for n ∈ N,

gn(λ, z) := ζ−1
λ,n ◦ fλ ◦ ζλ,n−1(z).

It is clear that the functions gn are holomorphic, move real-analytically with λ ∈M and are
conjugated to fλ|Uλ,n

by the Riemann maps ζλ,n. In particular, (g′n(λ, 0))n∈N is a distortion
sequence for fλ at zλ.

It also follows that the integrating maps hn conjugate gn to the quasiregular maps

g̃n(λ, z) =

{
ψ−1 (α̃n · ψ(z)) , z ∈ ψ−1 ({w : |w| ≤ |α|R}) ,

ψ−1 (ϕn ◦ ψ(z)) , z ∈ ψ−1 ({w : |α|R < |w| ≤ R}) .

In particular, the Beltrami coefficients µλ,n are zero in the disc {z : |z| ≤ |α|R/4}, and by
the chain rule we have

g′n(λ, 0) =
h′n(0)

h′n−1(0)
α̃n,

where the derivatives are taken with respect to z. Differentiating with respect to λn, and
recalling that hn−1 is the identity at λ = 0 and that hn does not depend on λn, we arrive at

d

dλn
g′n(0, 0) = ρ− |α|

d

dλn
h′n−1(0). (1)

It is clear that we must estimate the derivative on the right-hand side, which will require
more insight into the construction of hn−1. We recall some elements of Ahlfors and Bers’
original work on the parameter dependence of integrating maps (see [2]).

To this end, let µ ∈ M(D) be a Beltrami coefficient with integrating map h : D → D

fixing 0 “and 1”, and assume that there exists r ∈ (0, 1) such that µ is zero in the disc
{z : |z| < r}. Consider the Beltrami coefficient

µ̂(z) :=

{
µ(z), z ∈ D,

τ∗µ(z), z ∈ C \ D;

recall that τ(z) = 1/z̄. This Beltrami coefficient is symmetric around the unit circle, and
conformal in neighbourhoods of both zero and infinity. It follows from [1, Theorem 1] that
there exists an integrating map F µ̂ of µ̂ that fixes the origin and is asymptotic to the identity,
i.e.,

F µ̂(z) = a0 + z +O(|z|−1).

The map F̃ µ̂(z) = F µ̂(z)/F µ̂(1) is another integrating map of µ̂, and fixes 0, 1, and infinity.
Since the Beltrami coefficient µ̂ is symmetric, it follows from uniqueness of the integrating

map that F̃ µ̂ is symmetric around the unit circle (i.e., satisfies F̃
µ̂
(z) = 1/F̃ µ̂(1/z̄)), and

hence its restriction to the unit disc is an integrating map of µ. By uniqueness, we have
h ≡ F̃ µ̂|D. Furthermore, by symmetry of F̃ µ̂,

h′(0) = lim
z→0

F̃ µ̂(z)

z
= lim

z→0

zF µ̂(1)

z(1 + za0 + zO(|z|)
= F µ̂(1).

Thus, in order to understand how h′(0) moves with µ, we must understand how F µ̂(1) moves
with µ̂.

Given ϑ ∈ Lp(C), p > 2, let us introduce the integral operators

Pϑ(s) = −
1

π

∫∫
ϑ(z)

(
1

z − s
−

1

z

)
|dz|2
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and

Tϑ(s) = −
1

π
P.V.

∫∫
ϑ(z)

(z − s)2
|dz|2,

where integrals are taken over the whole plane. It was shown by Ahlfors and Bers (see [1,
Chapter V]) that

F µ̂(z) = z + P [µ̂ · (ϑ+ 1)](z), (2)

where
ϑ = T (µ̂ · ϑ) + T µ̂ = T µ̂+ (T µ̂)2 + · · · ,

and p > 2 is chosen so that kCp < 1, where ‖µ̂‖∞ ≤ k < 1 and Cp is the Lp(C) norm of
T (the fact that T extends as a linear operator to Lp(C) and that Cp is finite was shown
earlier by Calderón and Zygmund). To tie it all together, we have:

Lemma 5.2. Let K ⊂ C be a compact set, and let

BK := {µ ∈ L∞(C) : ‖µ‖∞ < 1, supp(µ) ⊂ K}.

Consider the map BK ∋ µ 7→ Fµ(1) ∈ C. Then, its (complex) Fréchet differential at the
origin is given by

D[F 0(1)](ν) = Pν(1).

Proof. Since F 0(z) = z, we have by (2)

lim
‖ν‖∞→0

|F ν(1)− F 0(1)− Pν(1)|

‖ν‖∞
= lim

‖ν‖∞→0

|P [ν(ϑν + 1)](1) − Pν(1)|

‖ν‖∞
,

where ϑν satisfies ϑν = T (νϑν) + Tν. By definition, the proof is complete if we can show
that the limit above is zero; we can assume, henceforth, that ‖ν‖∞ < 1/4. First, by linearity
of P , we have P [ν(ϑν + 1)](1) = P (νϑν + ν)(1) = P (νϑν)(1) + Pν(1), and so

lim
‖ν‖∞→0

|F ν(1)− F 0(1)− Pν(1)|

‖ν‖∞
= lim

‖ν‖∞→0

|P (νϑν)(1)|

‖ν‖∞
.

Now, by Hölder’s inequality, we obtain

|P (νϑν)(1)| ≤
1

π
‖νϑν‖p

∥∥∥∥
1

z(z − 1)

∥∥∥∥
q

,

where p > 2 is fixed and such that Cp < 2 and q = 1/(1 − 1/p). Thus,

lim
‖ν‖∞→0

|F ν(1)− F 0(1) − Pν(1)|

‖ν‖∞
≤

1

π

∥∥∥∥
1

z(z − 1)

∥∥∥∥
q

lim
‖ν‖∞→0

‖νϑν‖p
‖ν‖∞

.

Next, we note that ‖νϑν‖p ≤ ‖ν‖∞‖ϑν‖p. It also follows from the definition of ϑν (see, for
instance, [1, p. 55]) that

‖ϑν‖p ≤
Cp

1− Cp/4
‖ν‖p;

we are left with

lim
‖ν‖∞→0

|F ν(1) − F 0(1) − Pν(1)|

‖ν‖∞
≤

1

π

∥∥∥∥
1

z(z − 1)

∥∥∥∥
q

Cp
1−Cp/4

lim
‖ν‖∞→0

‖ν‖p.

Since supp(ν) ⊂ K by definition, we have ‖ν‖p ≤ |K|1/p‖ν‖∞, where |K| denotes the
Lebesgue area of K. We are done.
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As the culmination of the preceding discussion, Lemma 5.2 allows us to apply the chain
rule to (1) and write the following equation:

d

dλn
g′n(0, 0) = ρ− |α|P

(
dµ̂λ,n−1

dλn

)
(1), (3)

where µ̂λ,n = µλ,n + τ∗µλ,n. Calculating the right-hand side is a Herculean task, which we
will carry out in Appendix A. We summarise the main steps in the following two claims.

Claim 5.1. Let ϕn(z) := ϕ(λn, z) be the interpolating maps given by Lemma 5.1, and let
νn−1 := ϕ∗

nµ0 denote their Beltrami coefficients. Then, if R > 0 is chosen sufficiently small,

P

(
dµ̂λ,n−1

dλn

)
(1) ≈ P

(
∂νn−1

∂λn
+
∂(τ∗νn−1)

∂λn

)
(1),

where ∂/∂λn and ∂/∂λn denote Wirtinger derivatives.

Claim 5.2. With the notation above,

P

(
∂νn−1

∂λn
+
∂(τ∗νn−1)

∂λn

)
(1) =

ρ

|α|
(−1 + 2i).

Combining Claims 5.1 and 5.2 with (3), we arrive at

d

dλn
g′n(0, 0) ≈ 2ρ(1 + i) 6= 0,

completing the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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A Proving Claims 5.1 and 5.2

Here, we carry out the remaining calculations for the proof of Theorem 5.1. For ease of
notation, we assume now without loss of generality that α > 0 (if not, we can rotate the
Riemann maps ζn to make it so).

Proof of Claim 5.1. We recall the linearinsing coordinates ψ : ∆ → DL of g (see page 14).
From the construction, the dependence of the Beltrami coefficients µ̂λ,n−1 = µλ,n−1 +
τ∗µλ,n−1 on λn has two factors: one inside the unit disc given by µλ,n−1 = ψ∗νn−1, and
another outside the unit disc given by τ∗µλ,n−1 = τ∗ψ∗νn−1. The inside factor depends
only on λn, while the outside factor depends only on λn. In other words, we have the
factorisation

d

dλn
µ̂λ,n−1(z) =





ψ′(z)
ψ′(z)

∂
∂λn

νn−1(ψ(z)), z ∈ ψ−1({w : αR < |w| < R}),
ψ′(z)z2

ψ′(z)z̄2
∂
∂λn

νn−1

(
ψ
(
1
z̄

))
, 1/z̄ ∈ ψ−1({w : αR < |w| < R}),

0 elsewhere.

(4)

Let us focus on the case z ∈ ψ−1 ({w : αR < |w| < R}); the other case is similar, and the
calculations require little modification. If we write argψ′(z) = θ(z), the relevant case of (4)
becomes

d

dλn
µ̂λ,n−1(z) =

d

dλn
µλ,n−1(z) = exp (−2θ(z))

∂

∂νn−1
(ψ(z)) ;

now, let ǫ(z) = exp(−2θ(z))− 1. Then, for z ∈ ψ−1 ({w : αR < |w| < R}),

d

dλn
µ̂λ,n−1(z) =

d

dλn
µλ,n−1(z) = (1 + ǫ(z))

∂

∂νn−1
(ψ(z)) ,
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and we can explicitly calculate νn−1 and its derivative to obtain

d

dλn
µλ,n−1(z) = (1 + ǫ(z))

ρte2iθ

2αR(1 − α)
,

where ψ(z) = teiθ. Since αR < t < R in the case we are considering, we can invoke the
linearity of P and Hölder’s inequality to show that

∣∣∣∣P
(
dµλ,n−1

dλn

)
(1)− P

(
∂νn−1

λn

)
(1)

∣∣∣∣ ≤
1

π

ρ

2α(1 − α)
‖ǫ‖p

∥∥∥∥
1

z(1− z)

∥∥∥∥
q

;

the continuity of ψ′ now implies that if R > 0 is chosen small enough then |ǫ(z)| can be made
arbitrarily small1 since ψ′(0) = 1, finishing the proof for the case z ∈ ψ−1 ({w : αR < |w| < R}).
The case 1/z̄ ∈ ψ−1 ({w : αR < |w| < R}) follows a similar reasoning; we omit the de-
tails.

We remark that, from the proof of Claim 5.1, how small R must be chosen depends only
on α; all that is left is to calculate some integrals.

Proof of Claim 5.2. By linearity of P ,

P

(
∂νn−1

∂λn
+
∂(τ∗νn−1)

∂λn

)
(1) = P

(
∂νn−1

∂λn

)
(1) + P

(
∂(τ∗νn−1)

∂λn

)
(1).

We have already seen that

∂

∂λn
νn−1(te

iθ)

∣∣∣∣
λn=0

=
ρteiθ

2αR(1− α)
;

we henceforth omit the specification that the derivative is being evaluated at λn = 0 for ease
of notation. By changing to polar coordinates, the first integral in question now becomes

P

(
∂νn−1

∂λn

)
(1) = −

ρ

2παR(1− α)

∫ 2π

0

∫ R

αR

(
1 +

1

teiθ − 1

)
dtdθ.

Linearity of the integral now yields

P

(
∂νn−1

∂λn

)
(1) = −

ρ

2παR(1 − α)

(
2πR(1− α) +

∫ 2π

0
e−iθ log

Reiθ − 1

αReiθ − 1
dθ

)
,

where log denotes the principal branch of the logarithm – notice that, since R is small and
0 < α < 1, both θ 7→ Reiθ − 1 and θ 7→ αReiθ − 1 are non-zero, and in fact describe circles
that do not surround the origin. Defining the function

r(z) =
1

z2
log

Rz − 1

αR− 1
,

it follows from the residue theorem that
∫ 2π

0
e−iθ log

Reiθ − 1

αReiθ − 1
dθ =

∫

|z|=1
r(z) dz = −2πiR(1− α),

and thus

P

(
∂νn−1

∂λn

)
(1) = −

ρ

2παR(1 − α)
(2πR(1− α)− 2πiR(1 − α)) =

ρ

α
(−1 + i).

1We could obtain more sophisticated estimates for |ǫ(z)| by appealing to Koebe’s distortion theorem and

the Borel-Carathéodory inequality.
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The remaining integral is

P

(
∂(τ∗νn−1)

∂λn

)
(1),

which we calculate to be

P

(
∂(τ∗νn−1)

∂λn

)
(1) = −

ρ

2αR(1− α)

∫ 2π

0
eiθ

∫ 1/(αR)

1/R

(
eiθ

teiθ − 1
−

1

t

)
dtθ.

Evaluating the integral in t gives

P

(
∂(τ∗νn−1)

∂λn

)
(1) = −

ρ

2αR(1 − α)

∫ 2π

0
eiθ

(
log

(αR)−1eiθ − 1

R−1eiθ − 1
+ log α

)
dθ,

which (by Cauchy’s theorem) simplifies to

P

(
∂(τ∗νn−1)

∂λn

)
(1) = −

ρ

2αR(1− α)

∫ 2π

0
eiθ log

(αR)−1eiθ − 1

R−1eiθ − 1
dθ.

We introduce the function

r(z) =
1

z2
log

(αRz)−1 − 1

(Rz)−1 − 1
,

and apply the residue theorem to a curve going clockwise around the unit circle:

∫ 2π

0
eiθ log

(αR)−1eiθ − 1

R−1eiθ − 1
dθ = −

∫

|z|=1
r(z) dz = −2πiR(1− α),

and thus

P

(
∂(τ∗νn−1)

∂λn

)
(1) =

ρ

α
i.

This completes the proof.
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